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COVID-19 Authentication & 
Traceability Solution

Counterfeit Tests Threaten Consumers Lives
The world is facing an unprecedented threat caused by Coronavirus (COVID-19). Crucial to 

slowing the spread of the disease is effective and trusted testing. 

As the global demand for testing kits explodes, criminals have infiltrated the supply chain with 

mass volumes of potentially life-threatening counterfeit, low quality, and unapproved kits. This 

challenge will increase as testing becomes more widely used and is potentially extended to 

in-home testing.

Reliable data transformed to actionable information is key. With increased testing, the 

collection of this information poses challenges and the protected provenance of this 

information will be critical. Accurate data will be required to foster trust.

It is imperative that governments and their suppliers are able to secure the supply chain for 

these vital products, and that consumers have the confidence that testing kits are genuine, safe 

to use and provide reliable results.

OpSec CATS™ Ensures Uncompromised Test Kit Security
OpSec’s COVID-19 Authentication & Traceability Solution (CATS) encompasses a range of 

proven products and services perfectly suited to the needs of governments, laboratory and 

healthcare professionals, customs, law enforcement, and consumers to deliver the necessary 

confidence and dependability that will be demanded.
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Since April the number of 
antibody kits carrying the 
European CE mark of quality 
doubled to more than 200. 
However, a dozen tests have 
been subject to regulators’ 
warnings for mis-selling, 
including in Spain and 
Sweden, and at least nine of 
them are no longer allowed to 
be sold in the United States1.
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Uncompromised OpSec SecureITT Authentication Labels
The OpSec SecureITT label ensures ‘on-kit’ trust in the authenticity of testing kits, enables each 

testing kit to have a unique digital identity, and is the gateway for the capture of critical supply 

chain and testing data. This data can include testing counts, testing results, and much more.

The OpSec solution offers authorities complete 360° control and visibility throughout the 

life-span of the kit, from registering and approving testing kits, tracking testing results, and 

delivering targeted messaging to citizens.

The SecureITT label incorporates the most sophisticated anti-counterfeit and anti-fraud 

technologies in the world. At a glance, all stakeholders can immediately gain confidence in the 

authenticity of the testing kit. With additional digital authentication that confidence will move 

to trust.

OpSec InSight® 

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Working seamlessly with the SecureITT label, the OpSec InSight platform is a single and 

secure data repository which captures the certification of vendors approved for the supply of 

COVID-19 tests, pairs each test kit with its own unique identity, enables tracking of each test 

kit through approved supply chains, aids in counterfeit prevention measures, and captures test 

results.

Each COVID-19 test kit’s unique identity can be scanned by an authorized user for digital 

verification, end-to-end supply chain transparency, and to be educated on appropriate uses 

and behaviors. 

Examples of events and metadata which can be collected with the OpSec InSight platform and 

displayed to authenticated to end-users is as follows: 
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EVENT EVENT DETAILS STATUS WHEN 
AUTHENTICATED

TEST APPROVAL 
DATE

Date of Approval by Governing Body, 
Test MFG, Type of Test (Molecular/
serological), Recommended Test Usage 
(@ home, etc.)

Approved Test * Not Yet MFG

TEST MFG DATE Date of MFG, Where, Who etc. Approved Test * In-Stock

TEST DISTRIBUTION 
DATE

Date of Distribution, Where, Who, etc. Approved Test * Distributed * 
Awaiting Use

TEST ADMINISTERED Date of Administer, Where, When Approved Test * Administered 
* Awaiting Results

TEST RESULT Positive/Negative/Test Failure Approved Test * Positive/
Negative

MOBILE AUTHENTICATION AND GEO-MAPPING

The OpSec InSight platform supports authorized users on the go by offering a mobile 

application, available for both Android and iOS devices.  

Using the OpSec InSight mobile application, authorized users can simply scan the unique QR-

code printed on each SecureITT label for digital authentication and to gain access to necessary 

testing kit supply chain detail.  In addition to enforcement, the public can also interact with 

the SecureITT label by scanning the QR-code with publicly available 2d barcode readers.  The 

digital experience enabled by the SecureITT label can, for example, provide opportunities 

for consumers to authenticate test kits, report suspected testing-kits counterfeits, or receive 

further guidance on COVID-19 symptoms. 

SUPPLY CHAIN DATA ANALYTICS

As a governing body, authorized users can use the data captured in the OpSec InSight platform 

to shape policy decisions and influence evidence-based public health practices. Examples of 

data analysis achievable with OpSec InSight can include insights into the source and type 

of each COVID-19 test, where disease is spreading, and if test kits are meeting the quality 

standards specified. The system will enable authorized users to calculate infection rates and 

map hot spots down to geo-coded locations. 
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OpSec Online E-commerce Protection
What sets OpSec Security apart from the competition is the unrivaled on-product and online 

counterfeit solutions. OpSec Online uses a combination of advanced technology, deep industry 

expertise and expansive relationships with marketplaces, payment processors, investigators 

and industry partners to identify the full scope of the counterfeiting problem and facilitate 

quick enforcements. 

An integral part of the OpSec Online counterfeit solution is the Test Purchase Service, an online 

application and support service to submit, collect, and track test purchase data.  The service 

provides the ability to validate infringements, gather physical evidence, and conduct deeper 

research into suspected counterfeit testing kits. 

The powerful solution provides actionable intelligence and unmatched visibility across 

digital channels to hone in on the most egregious offenders, discourage them from targeting 

COVID-19 testing kits and increase the availability of legitimate testing kits to consumers.

Key Features

 ■ Scalable, Service-based Architecture 

 ■ Geo-specific Search Results 

 ■ Enforcement Workflow 

 ■ Image Clustering 

 ■ Real-time Analytics and Reporting

 ■ Test Purchase Service 

Trust
Trusted testing and reliable information is a key element to the reopening of society while the 

virus is still present.  OpSec’s COVID-19 Authentication & Traceability Solution is a valuable 

component in establishing and maintaining that trust.  Each year OpSec creates and tracks over 

a billion digital product identities for Governments and Companies all over the globe.  No one 

has more experience, more technology, or more talent to deliver this mission critical program.

All stakeholders in society will benefit from OpSec’s solutions that enhance trust and deliver 

reliable information.  As we work our way through this crisis the organizations involved with 

raising the standards for COVID-19 testing will be considered leaders for years to come.

For further information about OpSec’s COVID-19 Authentication & Traceability Solution, and to 

request a demonstration, please visit www.opsecsecurity.com/covid19-solution.

1 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-eu-tests-insight-idUSKBN23I0OP?taid=5ee1d41d368a0700014ebc2c&
utm_campaign=trueAnthem:+Trending+Content&utm_medium=trueAnthem&utm_source=twitter

2 https://apnews.com/38967d1644ef374d1bcbc7806b383b8e?utm_campaign=SocialFlow&utm_
medium=APHealthScience&utm_source=Twitter

In recent weeks, preliminary 
findings have flagged 
potential problems with some 
COVID-19 tests, including 
one used daily at the White 
House. Faulty tests could 
leave many thousands of 
Americans with the incorrect 
assumption that they are 
virus-free, contributing to 
new flare-ups of the disease 
as communities reopen.



About OpSec
For nearly forty years, brands, institutions, and governments around the world have relied on OpSec to ensure the 

integrity of goods and documents. In a world of rising fraud and black-market alternatives, we are the layer of truth 

that powers revenue-generating relationships. This is only possible through a unique combination of proven security 

experience, deep industry expertise, the market’s broadest range of solutions, and a commitment to digital and 

physical integration leadership. For brands that depend on sustained relationships with customers, OpSec secures 

integrity, enhances loyalty, and protects revenue. For more information please visit www.opsecsecurity.com.  
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